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SM Nick:
SUMMARY: The Seleya has rendezvoused with the U.S.S. Adrienne, only to discover her entire senior staff missing.
 
SM Nick:
Our hapless - er, hopeless - er, FEARless crew have contacted a Lieutenant Baffle, from Stellar Cartography. It would appear that all is not well.
 
<<<Resume>>>
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::sits back in her chair looking at the screen still with the open channel to the Adrienne::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::At a science console which has been interfaced with the Adrienne::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: takes the few steps away from the CMO and sits back down in her CNS chair to the CO's side, keeping her eyes away from the XO::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: Continues to scan the Adrienne's logs and crew roster, comparing them to the ships internal sensors, trying to pin down who is missing. ::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::glances over to the CNS hoping something she is getting somewhere, then turns to the CMO:: CMO: Can you get any information on their medical status from here?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: looks sideways at the CO, shaking her head slightly, to signify that she's not quite sure how much progress she's making.::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: breaks off contact with the person she'd found, and, closing her eyes and relaxing her body, she goes in search of someone else::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::takes a deep breathe and nods back to the CNS:: CNS: Do you have any indication of any alien entity anywhere near?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: I can't access anything more than their records from here, internal sensors aren't designed for that kind of detail.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: Try contacting their medical crew then
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Nods::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
XO: My biggest concern with sending anyone over at this point is that whatever affected them is contagious in some way
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
CO: Nothing, Captain.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::nods to the CNS::
 
SM Nick:
ACTION: Baffle continues to look blankly across at them over the view screen
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
CO: Looks like just Adrienne Personnel are missing Captain, most of the department heads and a few others.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::looks at the lt wishing she could read her mind::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
COM: USS Adrienne: You were talking about where they would take you next. Do you remember who they are now?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
Co: We could send an away party in full hazz-mat, keep them in transporter lock.
 
SM Nick:
@COM: CO: No. No, I don't. What did I say?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::her voice down:: XO: So the senior staff, the ones with any importance on the ship were all taken or decided to leave themselves. Do you have any hypothesis we can test at this point?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
Co: Well, that would be the easiest way to sow chaos.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
COM: USS Adrienne: Probably nothing ....
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
XO: At this point I am starting to agree. Assemble your team
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
::listens to the XO and CO::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
COM: USS Adrienne: Would you mind patching me through to your CMO or anyone in sickbay?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
COM: USS Adrienne: I am going to send some visitors over, alright? Cooperate with them
 
SM Nick:
<Adrienne> @ COM: CMO: Sure.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
CO: Captain, I'm getting nothing useful using telepathy.
 
SM Nick:
<Baffle> @COM: CO: Okay.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: Nods. :: CO: Aye Captain. :: Turns and motions to Kesh. :: CNS: Lets go.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Stealthy appears behind the CMO, close enough to invade his personal space:: CMO: Watcha' doin'? ::Studies his consoles intently::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
COM: CMO: Wonderful! Do you have any information on the status of your crew?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CNS: From the Lt's erratic behaviour, do you know anything that could cause it? The confusion, lack of memory ....
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Trying to find out why they've gone crazy.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:; stands up at the XO's orders, half relieved, half unsure as to his reasoning, now. Turns to the CO:: CO: Anything, sir, for a bang on the head, a long term mental illness, drugs, allergy, you name it.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Nods:: CMO: Why?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
CO: I'll know more when I meet her.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Because crazy people and space ships are a bad combination. They tend to blow up...
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::nods:: CNS: Try to figure out what it is. XO/CNS: Use extreme caution. I don't want you two disappearing without a trace as well
 
SM Nick:
<Mezet> @ COM: CMO: Oh, hey! We were wondering what happened to the doc here, too. We think...no, we - what was that? Right. We're pretty sure we've all been infected with some kind of mild sedative. Or something.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: Heads into the TL, waiting for the CNS. Taps his commbadge and assembles a security team in Transporter room 1. :: CO: Aye Captain.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: nods, a slight smirk on her face that she can't get rid of:: CO: Aye. :: turns to follow the XO::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: Ah. ::Nods slowly:: Huh?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
T: Transporter Room 1
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
COM: CMO: Right, could you relay sensor data as well as any scans you have of the affected crew?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Or a giant party, giant parties are usually best.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: stands, hopping on her toes slightly:: XO: Orders?
 
SM Nick:
<Mezet> @ COM: CMO: Sure! Uh....how do I do that?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::the word "mild sedative" brings up her attention on the Dr's conversation::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
COM: CMO: You select the files you want to transmit on the console in front of you and then transmit...
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
CNS: We try to find out what the hells going on with Ivanova 2.0 and the rest of the Adrienne's missing crew. :: Turns and looks at her. :: CNS: And be careful.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::asks the duty OPS to keep a lock on the away team at all times::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: A party? What party? ::Turns her attention towards the Captain'd direction, she catches her attention and grins towards her. Waving, she immediately returns her attention back to the CMO::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Hopefully it'll wear off fairly soon and we'll have an entire ship with the munchies.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: Moves out of the TL down the corridor and into the Transporter room, heads over to a locker and procures a weapon for himself and Kesh. :: Transporter room Chief: Have full hazz-mat suits added to the transport.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::continues paying attention to the conversation between the CMO and the Adrienne::
 
SM Nick:
<Mezet> @ COM: CMO: Oh, right. Er....hang on.....
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: takes the weapon, setting it on, checking the charge and condition before nodding, satisfied. Grabs a med kit as she passes by the chief::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: Hands the phaser to Kesh, then steps up onto one of the pads. ::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
COM: CMO: Thanks!
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO/CIV: So they were sedated...how? In the atmosphere? Could their computer have been tampered with?
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: What's their problems anyway? ::Gestures towards the console::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
:: taps his commbadge. :: *CO*: A'an to bridge, ready for transport.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: steps up beside XO, looking quite tiny beside him:: XO: Ooh, let's hope this goes smoothly.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::taps her badge:: *XO* We have indications the crew might be under sedatives. In your survey look particularly for anyone having messed up with the computer. I find it very strange the sensors didn't record the reason for the crew's disappearance
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*XO* Acknowledged. OPS: Energize
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
:: frowns, and activates her tricorder, ready to start scanning the second she rematerialises::
 
SM Nick:
ACTION: A'an and Suder beam aboard the Adrienne. Everything appears normal, with two slight exceptions. Red flashy lights, and people are doing their duties EVER so slightly off kilter.....
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Pulls up the data he's receiving:: CO: Appears to be Anesthezine in the atmosphere.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Growing weary of the CMO's lack of attention she begins making her way towards the CO's direction::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: looks around, turning on the spot. One hand on tricorder, the other firmly on her phaser::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: I trust the AT's suits will protect them from it
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*AT* We have definite confirmation of a sedative in the atmosphere. Do not remove your suits under any circumstance
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Yes, unless something breaks! Oh and it seems that it was triggered just after the senior staff disappeared so it might be connected. ::Tugs on Ivanova's uniform::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Looks around for a second, then turns to the team. :: CNS: Lets head to engineering, we can do a full scan of the ship from there. The rest of you secure the bridge.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: after ...so the senior staff were not drugged when they went away
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Not according to the data I currently have, but it would be best to examine transporter logs if they're available.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Pauses in mid step, she turns around and gives the CMO a dark look. Growling, she opens her mouth to say something before changing her mind and remaining at the same location. For now::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: nods, clears her throat and eyes her scan results::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@:: Heads out of the TR and heads down the corridor into a TL. :: TL: Engineering.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Feel like helping me? ::Smiles at her::

CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: Download them from the Adrienne. Though Lt Baffle's earlier scan didn't show any signs of transporters
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Nods and sets about accessing the Adrienne's transporter logs::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Looks at him suspiciously:: CMO: With that?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO/CIV: And even if they transported them ... there were no signs of warp trails in the system. Where could they have gone to?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@:: follows XO:: XO: Commander. I'm only picking up very slight traces of the gas left in the atmosphere. We could remove our suits.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Anything? I could use the company.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: I've checked the logs and it looks like there really weren't any transporters used, shuttles perhaps?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Heads out of the TL and into main engineering. :: CNS: Not just yet, we don’t know exactly what were dealing with yet. Keep doing local scans and correlate with the ships sensors. Lets see if we can find those missing people.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: Good idea, check if there are any missing
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: I am also fiddling with the thought they might actually be aboard, just somewhere beyond sensor reach. but where?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: heads over to a console and starts scanning for anything out of the ordinary. :: CNS: Maybe they're in the transporter buffer or something.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Searches the Adrienne's logs for anything pointing towards a shuttle leaving or a foreign one entering::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: turns in a circle with her tricorder:: XO: Or the morgue.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Nothing on the shuttle front. And I don't know, I'm not an engineer, nacelles maybe? Those have crawl spaces but I don't know why anyone would want to go there.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ ::Checks the transporter and holodeck buffers. ::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: pauses, realises how depressing that sounded:: XO: I mean, suspended. Life signs could possibly be held low enough to avoid detection.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: If you wanted to hide on a ship, where would you go?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Can’t help but smirk a little. :: CNS: Don’t worry about it, its not my first dance.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: It would have to be somewhere where neither their internal sensors nor our SRS could access
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ CNS: Nothing in the buffers, I’ll check internal sensors for the transporter traces.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::shrugs::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: shrugs a little:: XO: Who's worried? :: does not sound convincing::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: The JTs.. ::Pauses:: Why?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: But they're covered with sensors. ::frowns:: Trying to find the missing staff.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@:: busies herself with sending data readings back to the CMO for his opinions:: *CMO*: Suder to Atreides. Prepare to receive tricorder data. Let me know if you spot anything odd.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Readies his console:: *CNS*: Go ahead.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO/CIV: If we don't find anything, we will just have to tow her back to the Starbase. There they can take the ship apart if necessary. I must say I am out of ideas
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: The holodeck?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: begins to transmit::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Nope, people keep finding me there when I want to unwind. ::mumbles and takes a look at the data coming in from Suder::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ XO: I'm going to see what I can get out of these people.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Checks the flight logs, searching to see if there are anything abnormal. ::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: Not when you load program Ivanova, seven one.. ::Grins and grows quiet once again::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Really? Will have to try that at some point.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: shakes his head. :: CNS: I cant find a damn thing. :: taps his commbadge. :: *CO*: Captain, were not getting anything over here, whatever happened, I think its long gone. We might find some better luck if we retrace the Adrienne's flight path.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: paces over to a nearby crewmember and smiles a little before starting a few preliminary scans::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ ::Nods at Kesh. ::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
*CNS*: Looks normal to me.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: Looks at the crewmember:: Engineering person:: How are you feeling, now?
 
SM Nick:
<Jurar> @ CNS: Uh, okay, I guess.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ *CMO*: Thought as much. Thanks, Lt.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Sighs, she glances at the CMO's console and begins tapping random buttons::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: keeps scanning Jurar's head slowly:: Jurar: Can you remember anything?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: What are you doing?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*XO* Acknowledged. Do that from there, its easier. Check where they were at the time the command crew disappeared
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Moves over to the CNS. :: CNS: I'm going to head to the bridge, get control of the situation. Make sure to check in when your done.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Sighs, she turns her attention towards the CMO. Shaking her head she begins speaking, slowly. He didn't seem to understand her anyway:: CMO: Pressing random buttons. Why?
 
SM Nick:
<Jurar> @ CNS: Only that I was working at my station, and then I started feeling really....weird. Woozy, you know?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: pulls her eyes away from her tricorder readings for a moment and looks up at XO:: XO: Aye, Commander. I won't be too long.
 
SM Nick:
ACTION: Red alert sounds on the Seleya
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: This sedative that was used. Is it easily available? What would you have to do to get your hands in an amount enough to put to sleep a whole crew?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Just wondering. Find anything interesting?
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ Jurar: Can I ask what hit you first? Can you remember the first sense to go?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Part of sickbay's standard stock. All you'd really need is the right access or a friendly nurse.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Quickly moves her fingers away:: All: I didn't do it!
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Heads to the TL. :: TL: Bridge.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::looks up at the claxons:: Computer: What caused the red alert?
 
SM Nick:
<Computer> CO: Red alert was initiated when the ship's sensors were ordered to conduct a leterium sweep of the port nacelle.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Quickly hides behind the CMO::
 
SM Nick:
@<Jurar> CNS: Just a dizziness. Like being drunk.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::looks at the CMO in the science console:: CMO: You ordered the sweep?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Wasn't me!
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Peeks behind the CMO's shoulder:: CO: Wasn't me either!
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
Computer: go back to yellow alert and stop any sensor sweeps being performed on the nacelles
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ ::Steps off the TL and onto the bridge. :: ALL: Who's in charge here?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: It had to come from the science console ::glances at the hiding Ivanova::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: I was turned away talking to you about anesthezine!
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: frowns and leans forward, gently holding a light to Jurar's eyes:: Jurar: Do you dream? Can you remember anything after the wooziness hit?
 
SM Nick:
<Baffle> XO: I am, sir. Lieutenant Honey Baffle.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Turns to face Ivanova:: I thought you said you were going to get me some coffee just before the alert sounded?
 
SM Nick:
<Jurar> CNS: No, I was conscious the whole time.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Moves over to her. :: Baffles: You seem a little more cognicent.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: Check your console and see if it came from there. I need to rule out any external forces acting on the computer
 
SM Nick:
@XO: I feel a little more cognisant, sir. ::straightens herself::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Nods strongly:: CMO: Right. Right! I ::Turns to face the CO:: CO: See? I was getting our Chief Medical Officer some coffee! ::Rushes away towards the nearest replicator::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ Jurar: And what can you tell me? What happened? Where are your senior officers?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::shakes her head at the CIV::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ Baffles: Alright, any idea what the hells going on?
 
SM Nick:
@<Jurar> CNS: I don't know. Are they not here?
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Checks the console and undoes the sensor sweep:: CO: Came from here, might be a good idea to have an engineer to check this console out, I thought t was acting a little off.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: sighs:: Jurar: When did you see your Chief last?
 
SM Nick:
@<Baffle> XO: I have no idea, sir. From what I've gathered from the rest of the remaining bridge crew, the senior staff just simply vanished. Then we all started feeling weird.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: Consoles don't just start sensor sweeps. I'll ask for an engineer to find out what is happening. In the mean time, you are telling me this sedative might have been released by the ship itself?
 
SM Nick:
@<Jurar> CNS: About ten minutes before everything changed.
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Moves over to the Captains Chair and sits down. :: Baffles: No, they're not. :: Taps his commbadge. :: *CO*: Captain, were going to pull up the Adrienne's flight path and transmit it the Seleya.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*Engineering* This is Commander Gomes, I need someone to come up and check the status of a science console
 
SM Nick:
<Engineering> *CO* Acknowledged.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*XO* Acknowledged, send it through ::makes sure the path will appear on the view screen::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
::Slowly returns with the CMO's drink, deep in thought. She was pretty sure he ordered a Black Hole, thought she wasn't sure anymore. Shrugging, she quietly puts the smoking drink in front of the CMO. Offering a quick smile, she slowly moves away from the console, no point in tempting faith twice in one day after all::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ Jurar: I see. Can you get me into the bridge recordings? I'd like to view them, please.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: Yeeees, well someone would have to get it into the atmosphere first which would require getting sufficient material and then hooking it up to the ship's environmentals. I suppose that could have been done by the computer itself if somehow manipulated.
 
SM Nick:
@<Jurar> CNS: Of course. ::taps his screen::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Turns to Baffles. :: Baffles: Pull up the Adrienne’s flight plans and transmit them to the Seleya.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
CMO: That is actually the best theory I heard all day. Check their computer records again. See if it was ordered to release anything into the atmosphere
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Er...thanks. ::Looks at his drink::
 
SM Nick:
ACTION: Suder's view of the bridge shows the senior staff literally disappearing to everyone's horror, followed by some sudden drunken-like behaviour from the remaining crew.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: nods her thanks:: Jurar: Can you start as a time index 5 minutes prior to this?
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::looks at the screen, particularly at the spot where the ship was when the command crew disappeared::
 
SM Nick:
@<Jurar> CNS: Aye, sir. ::worriedly rewinds the tape::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Checks the computer's logs for anything indicating his idea:: CO: Nothing again.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: taps comm. badge:: *XO*: Selzah, I have a recording of the bridge crew disappearing, here. Just viewing it now.
 
SM Nick:
ACTION: The view of the bridge shows totally normal behaviour until the disappearance.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::nods:: CMO: She might have been tampered with
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CO: My thoughts exactly.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*XO* The Adrienne was in the system already when the command crew disappeared. Do you see anything suspicious in their flight path before that?
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
@ :: Frowns. :: *CNS*: Feed them to the bridge, I'll transmit them to the Seleya.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ ::frowns:: Jurar: Run me to a second screen with sensor readings on it. Include scan logs, and energy spikes and troughs.
 
SM Nick:
@<Baffle> XO: Aye, sir. ::does so::
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ *XO*: Aye. :: taps a few buttons herself and relays on what she's viewing::
 
SM Nick:
<Jurar> CNS: Aye, sir. ::does so::
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
*CO*: Nothing yet. :: Continues checking the sensor logs. ::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Tries some of the drink he was given then puts it down again wishing he was less curious::
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
::sighs at the lack of information:: *XO* Very well, carry on
 
XO Lt Cmdr Aan:
*CO*: Logs show nothing abnormal Captain, its like they just vaporized.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
Self: Now there's a good idea.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: watches for energy fluctuations within the ship and from outside while keeping an eye on the activity in the bridge recording::
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: Do you like it? ::Smiles sweetly::
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
CIV: Hmm? Oh, it's not bad! Somewhat of an acquired taste though I suppose.
 
CO Cmdr Gomes:
*XO* Vaporized.... is that a metaphor or a description of a phaser's highest setting?
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: Finish it then.
 
CMO LtJg Atreides:
::Hands Ivanova something useless from his pocket:: CIV: Here, it has nice flashing lights and plays some music on the correct setting.
 
CNS LtCmdr Suder:
@ :: curses softly:: *XO*: Commander, I’m getting nothing here. It's as if they were there, nothing happened, and then they vanished.
 
CIV Yc1 Ivanova:
CMO: Ohh, pretty. ::Sits on the floor with her new toy::
 
SM Nick:
<<<<<Pause>>>>>
 
SM Nick:
<<<<<Pause>>>>> 
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